**MADE SO**
You can forego the awkward process of asking for the contact of someone you just met! Just tap your phones together and your IN-Touch apps will send requests across all toggled social media apps upon your approval.

**MADE FOR EVERYONE**
We all meet new people every day: school, work, parties, everywhere.

**MADE TO**
Provide a seamless, smooth, and natural form of continuing a beautiful relationship with someone you just met. Take part in this simple yet mutual act of connectivity as the start to something new!
In-Touch is a product that provides a natural bridge between your first time meeting someone and staying in touch. Meeting someone new, whether it is a classmate, colleague, or potential soulmate is an experience everyone has. By using In-Touch, you can replace the one-sided process of asking for someone’s contact info by partaking in a far more seamless and natural process.

Just as you would shake hands or high five as a mutual exchange, tap phones to sync contact information. Approve the contact exchange later in the day and continue to build on your conversation.

**How?**

1. Place the In-Touch sticker to the back of the phone and download the In-Touch app.
2. Enter In-Touch code on the sticker into the app to complete the connection set-up process.
3. Add all platforms you wish to use for connectivity: Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, etc.
4. Toggle which apps you would like to sync upon connecting with another user.
5. Tap stickers with any other user to send sync request to each other’s apps.
6. Click the requests section of the app to find all people you have recently tapped with to accept or reject sync requests.
7. If you click accept, you will automatically connect on all the mutual platforms that you have toggled. Have fun connecting!